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Project Description
As road and bridge building goes, the Mountain View Corridor (MVC) is an 
epic project, even by Utah Department of Transportation(UDOT) standards. 
First initiated by UDOT in 2003 with major environmental impact studies, 
the massive new 35-mile freeway and transit corridor is not expectedto be fully 
completed until 2030. 

To fathom the scope of the planned MVC, start roughly 25 miles south of Salt 
Lake City, Utah, just north of Utah Lake at SR-73. Then, make a wide western sweep through pastureland and around the south 
and southwestern suburbs of Salt Lake City—Riverton, South Jordan, West Jordan and West Valley City. Finally, run nearly due 
north to I80, just shy of the Great Salt Lake and slightly west of the Salt Lake City International Airport. The completed project will 
include a 15-mile, high-capacity transit service line, as well as 31 miles of pedestrian and bike trails. Designed to carry a planned 
FrontRunner commuter train, the transit line is plotted slightly to the east of the freeway and will connect to an extension at the 
international airport. The initial phase of this enormous project, started in 2010 and completed in late 2012, included construction 
of 15 miles of frontage roads that will border the future freeway, as well as associated bike lanes and walking trails. The frontage 
roads provide two lanes in each direction from Porter Rockwell Boulevard north to 5400 South in West Valley City. Forterra 
provided precast girders and partial depth deck panels for four bridges built for the frontage roads in this first phase. 

All four bridges are located in Salt Lake County. One bridge spans an existing east/west road at 8200 south, another spans a road 
at 9400 south. The other two bridges are over dry drainage washes. 

Each is a two lane bridge. The first to be erected is a 105 ft span over a dry wash. The second, also over a wash, has an 84 ft span. 
The two bridges that span existing roads both feature 122 ft spans. 

The shorter bridge utilized Forterra 42-in. Utah Bulb Tee girders (UBT 42). The other three bridges feature Forterra 58-in. Utah 
Bulb Tee girders (UBT 58). Forterra precast partial depth deck panels are included on the two longer-span bridges.  “We did not 
use deck panels on the shorter span bridges,” says Lee Wegner, Forterra project manager. “These were built first when time wasn’t 
a factor. As the construction deadline got closer, they ended up having us put precast deck panels on the last two bridges to speed 
up the process.”
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Forterra precast components used for the bridges included 10 118-ft UBT 58 girders, 10 126-ft UBT 58 girders, 10 105-ft UBT 58 
girders, 11 84-ft UBT 42 girders, and 14,500 ft2 of partial depth deck panels.

As required by UDOT specs, the concrete mix for the girders contains 15% replacement of cement with fly ash. All self-
compacting concrete is used in the Forterra girder mix. “This is state of the art,” says Wegner. “We use only self-compacting 
concrete on our girders because it flows so well and allows us to avoid rock pockets and bug holes. With it, we haven’t had a girder 
rejected due to lack of proper consolidation. In addition, it allows us to have a few less people on our crews because it requires little 
vibration.”

Carving a new freeway out of farmland

“Two things really made this project stand out,” says Wegner. “First is the scale of the project. It’s huge and ongoing and will 
continue to evolve for several years. Second is the fact that we are building a totally new freeway, which is fairly rare. There is not 
a lot of new roadway being built in this country anymore. It’s exciting to watch a new road go in and Mountain View Corridor is a 
brand new right of way. Eighty percent of the roadway is being  built over existing farm-land. We actually built the bridges in the 
middle of pastures. When we erected them they weren’t interchanges yet, just structures that connected to frontage roads 
on each side of the planned right of way.”

Chris Geiger, deputy project manager for Copper Hills Constructors Team, agrees. “There definitely is not a lot of new road building 
in this country, just a lot of rebuilding and widening. This was different. When we first went out to the site there was nothing. 
Earlier sections [near the project’s connection with I-15] were through neighborhoods. This was just through green fields. It was 
inspiring to be a part of this and see it develop.”

Building in open country was nice, says Geiger, because it simplified traffic issues during construction. “It would have been even 
nicer,” he adds,” if it wasn’t down a utility corridor.”  The new roadway winds through a complex network of power lines, gas pipes, 
communication lines, and water and sewer utilities, all of which had to be accommodated.

Phase one is just the beginning. Master plans for the overall project call for first building frontage roads the length of the project, 
including intersections at cross streets, followed by completion of the transit component. The frontage roads will be used until 
population expands. A full multi-lane freeway, with interchanges and exit ramps, will be constructed between the two frontage 
roads as growth needs require and funding becomes available. With frontage roads in place to keep traffic out of the way, the 
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actual freeway lanes and interchanges can be built within the corridor with minimal traffic interruption. When complete, the new 
freeway will have five lanes in each direction, including a high-occupancy lane, and will require building some two dozen bridges. It 
will be designated Utah State Route 85.

In addition to the frontage roads and bridges, the initial project phase included building a three-mile spur road to interstate I-15 in 
the south. This connects the MVC to the recently completed I-15 CORE.  From that juncture, I-15 proceeds due north through the 
heart of Salt Lake City and its suburbs, running parallel to the MVC but to the east.

It included reconstruction and widening of 24 miles of I-15 from Spanish Fork to Lehi and rebuilding of 10 interchanges. Forterra 
was also heavily involved in the I-15 CORE project. For several case studies regarding this project, visit 
Forterrastructuralprecast.com, click on Projects, then Bridges.

The use of precast concrete construction for the MVC elements offers the advantages of economy, rapid construction and 
durability, says Wegner. “The four bridges in phase one were designed with a 75-year life span,” he says. “Our current 
infrastructure was designed with a 35- to 40-year life span, which is why the whole United States is currently in the bridge 
rebuilding mode. We’re well past the designed life span of our interstate system. Now, they’re designing for a 75-year life span. 
This is a huge advantage for precast concrete because of its durability and life span.

“Typically, we can manufacture, deliver, and erect all of our bridge components in about four to six weeks,” adds Wegner. “The steel 
girder alternative would take five to six months.”

The I-15 CORE project, according to published reports, was the fastest 
billion-dollar highway project ever built in the United States. 


